Interdisciplinary Maths and Science: Astronomy – Year 1 (2018)
Astronomy
Purposes of the Project: This sequence of activities has been structured to attend to several key research outcomes. To see more: https://imslearning.org/
• Engage in an interdisciplinary approach to Mathematics and Science learning that focusses
KEY CURRICULUM OUTCOMES:
on common concepts with synergistic, mutual gain to support deeper learning in both;
Science
• Focus on learning outcomes, including assessing these outcomes;
Earth and Space Science
Observable changes occur in the sky and landscape; daily and seasonal changes
• Teachers and students as co-researchers;
affect everyday life (VCSSU046)
Science Investigations
• Refine guided inquiry teaching and learning approaches;
Questioning and Predicting
• Facilitate student modelling and representation construction work;
•
Respond to and pose questions, and make predictions about familiar
objects and events (VCSIS050)
• Teacher led strategies of modelling – invent, evaluate, refine, extend and use with
Planning and conducting
meaningful, interesting tasks for students;
•
Participate in guided investigations, including making observations
using the senses, to explore and answer questions (VCSIS051)
• Longitudinal tracking of students modelling and learning through the process above; and
Recording and processing
• Produce exemplary teaching and learning sequences.
•
Use informal measurements in the collection and recording of
Sequence Overview
The sequence will focus on spatial relations of the sun and earth, coordinating an earth centred
and space centred perspective. It will develop an understanding about Astronomy, day/night and
the earth’s rotation through a shadow investigation and involves measurement, time, direction
through on-going spatial mapping, data recording and analysis, and visual representation of data.
Students will develop understandings of the ways science and mathematics use modelling
processes to understand natural systems and mathematical patterns.
• Tracking the sun across the sky using shadow stick. Representing this on paper and then a
drawing and explanation of the sun’s movement.
• Tracking the sun on a horizon map, and marking a north and east-west position. This could
be coordinated with the shadow stick diagram.
• Mapping night and day to the rotation of the earth in relation to the sun. The spatial
perspective is developed using video simulation and a globe (model of the Earth).
• Coordinating with the Earth’s perspective via role plays. Start with simple relative motion
and move to a role play where children imagine they are on a moving earth representing
how the sun appears, acting out a story about morning, midday and evening. Establish
spatial relations: if we are facing north, sun rises on our right and sets on our left.

observations in the school grounds (VCSIS052)
Use a range of methods, including drawings and provided tables, to
sort information (VCSIS053)
Analysing and evaluating
•
Compare observations and predictions with those of others (VCSIS054)
Communicating
•
Represent and communicate observations and ideas about changes in
objects and events in a variety of ways (VCSIS055)
Mathematics
Number & Place Value
Develop confidence with number sequences to and from 100 by ones from any
starting point. Skip count by twos, fives and tens starting from zero (VCMNA086)
Count collections to 100 by partitioning numbers using place value (VCMNA088)
Represent practical situations that model sharing (VCMNA090)
Using Units of Measurement
Measure and compare the lengths, masses and capacities of pairs of objects using
uniform informal units (VCMMG095)
Location and transformation
Give and follow directions to familiar locations (VCMMG099)
Chance
Identify outcomes of familiar events involving chance and describe them using
everyday language such as ‘will happen’, ‘won’t happen’ or ‘might happen’
(VCMSP100)
Data representation and interpretation
Choose simple questions and gather responses (VCMSP101)
Represent data with objects and drawings where one object or drawing
represents one data value. Describe the displays (VCMSP102)
•
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Science ideas and processes explored within this sequence:
• Day and night are caused by the earth’s rotation.
• It can be night time in America when it is day time in Australia.
• The sun moves from east to west (right to left if facing north), in the north part of the sky, because of the earth’s rotation.
• Model the earth and sun to explain what we experience of day and night.
• Explore ways of representing the movement / angle of the sun across the sky.
• Representing shadows in relation to the position of the sun.
• Role plays of rotating and observing sun rise, and relating to modeling of earth-sun system.
Mathematical ideas and processes explored within this sequence:
• Representing spatial relations via compass directions, height of sun, modeling size.
• Measurement of length of shadow.
• Geometry / trigonometry (for older students).

Lesson sequence
Lesson 1: What do you know about the sun? Establishing prior knowledge of the sun and day and night. Setting up of predictions and procedures for recording shadows
and the suns movement.
Lesson 2: Conducting a Shadow Investigation Recording data to measure and interpret the suns movement by shadow recording and tracking of sun east to west,
throughout the day.
Lesson 3: Representations and Modelling Shadow Investigation Data Students conduct data analysis and modelling of sun tracking east to west.
Lesson 4: Explanation and Modelling Earth’s Rotation Teacher guided explanation with modelling of Earth’s rotation around the sun with video simulation & role play.
Lesson 5: Clarify Day and Night Understandings Students final representation and learning analysis (Post-test activity).

The sequence activities
Pre-test
Activity 1 – Predictions of Daily Shadow movement
Activity 2 – Gallery Walk
Activity 3 – Preparing for Shadow recording
Activity 4 – Recording Shadows
Activity 5 – Gallery Walk
Activity 6 – Exploration of the data
Activity 7 – Modelling and Visual Representation

Activity 8 – Student Representations
Activity 9 – Gallery Walk
Activity 10 - Earths Rotational movement
Activity 11 – Modelling Earths Rotational Movement
Activity 12 – Representation Activity / Summative Assessment
Activity 13 – Gallery Walk
Post-test
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Appendices
1 - Teacher Notes the Sun, Earth, and Day and Night
2 - References and Resources
3 - Gnome Sundial diagram
4 - Pre-post test
5 - Curriculum Links – Victorian Curriculum – Year 1
Modelling pedagogy
• Representation Construction Approach: This is a guided inquiry approach where the teacher, with appropriate scaffolding:
1. sets out a question or problem, usually that involves observation and data generation, and challenges students to represent their response using drawings, text,
models etc.
2. organises a comparison of students’ representations and discusses which representations respond successfully to the question. The challenges should allow
variation in representations.
3. there is explicit discussion of the nature and adequacy of representations, and the purposes of different types of representation.
4. students revise, over time, their representations.
The challenge may involve variations on the use of representations established in discussion (e.g. models of the earth and moon), modified to answer a particular
question. There is often detailed class discussion around suggestions for ways of representing, for instance how we might collect and represent numbers of living
things in a sample plot, prior to the activity. Where and how we might look etc. The sequence can be characterised as Observe/Measure, Invent, Compare/Evaluate,
Revise. In the science/mathematics interdisciplinary sequences, both the mathematics and science concepts are established and refined using this guided inquiry
approach.
•

Whole Group Questioning: This strategy is teacher directed and requires skills to determine how much wait time to give before encouraging students to provide
answers, or before correcting alternative conceptions. The key questions are provided although many other relevant questions can be used to support student
understanding.

•

Gallery Walk: A strategy that encourages students to show their representations to other class members, while also developing their own skills as they explore how
other have represented the same things in different ways. This is teacher led strategy that requires careful questioning and scaffolding to ensure that this is a
positive learning experience for all, although there is also a lot of student autonomy throughout the experience. The purpose is to develop students’ skills at
creating useful representations as they can consider the effectiveness of their own representations and explore others and then make alterations to their own
work.
o Class Gallery Walk 1 – students leave their books open to the right page on their desk and stand behind their chair. Once everyone is ready they begin to
move slowly around the room, exploring other students work. They may stop to turn a page or look more closely. They may navigate a pathway that allows
them to consider a particular aspect of representational work (looking for how others have indicated direction, or labeled, or provided detail in diagrams).
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At the conclusion of the time student are asked to return to their seats and report on what they noticed and how they will now adapt their own
representations in light of this discovery. Students are then provided time to make adaptations and they could then report back in and demonstrate.
o

Class Gallery Walk 2 – students sit on the floor with their books and the teacher leads a discussion that investigates aspects of the representation. Students
share their work and the discussions focus on how they have constructed useful representations or how they could adapt them further. Students are then
provided time to make adaptations and they could then report back in and demonstrate.

Resources required
• Science and Maths Project Books
• Pre-test (handout)
• Pencils for drawing
• Colouring pencils
• Whiteboards and pens
• Blocks or streamers (for measuring using informal
measures)
• Rulers can be used (as measuring sticks rather than
the specific measurements)
• Chalk
• Compass
• Gnome
• Paper and markers
• Camera
• Torch
• Globe / Earth ball
• Hoop
• Signs (Earth, Europe, Australia, Sun)
• Buetac/sticker
• Computer connection to screen
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LESSON 1 – What do you know about the sun?

(Approx. 60 minutes duration)

Session focus

Resources & Preparation

Lesson Outline (time allocations a guide only)

Assessment notes

SCIENCE concepts and
representational
processes:
• Day and Night
• Shadows
• Predictions
• Representations –
diagrams (with
labels)

Read: Teacher Notes and
Characteristics of the sun
(Appendix 1)

Lesson Outline: Establishing prior knowledge of the sun and day and night. Setting
up of predictions and procedures for recording shadows and the suns movement.

Formative assessment
throughout with
opportunity for feedback
to promote learning

Pre-Test:
Pencils, Colouring pencils

PRE-ASSESSMENT OF KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS (15 minutes)
Pre-test for all students. Teacher read task with students answering independently
on worksheet. Answers can be shown through text or drawings with labels.

Whiteboard and pens

ENGAGE – Shadows (10 Minutes)
Whole group: ask students “Do you think if you were to stand still in one place that
your shadow would change during the day?”
Record student responses on the board: e.g. yes is will get bigger, no unless the sun
goes in, etc.

Science and Maths
Journals

ACTIVITY 1 – Predictions of Daily Shadow movement (15 Minutes)
Whole group: ask students “How can we record this information in our Maths
Science Journal?” (answers: Table/Drawing etc.). Discuss. Students to record
predictions in their Journals. Draw what they think will happen to shadows each
time they measure then across the day. Include labels for all diagrams.

Collect images of student
work samples

As students are still recording their predictions, share examples of what students
have done. Discuss the examples and highlight good use of labels, clear diagrams,
clarity of representation, conceptual understandings.

Note alternative
conceptions and ensure
they are addressed
throughout sequence.

MATHEMATICS
concepts and
representational
processes:
• Comparative
analysis
• Measurement
(informal units)
• Prediction

Learning Focus: Describe day and night. Agree that the Sun is a source of light.
Consider how shadows are caused by objects in the light pathway. Make
predictions. Consider measurement using informal units.

Pre-test is collected and
revisited at the end of the
sequence. This can show
summative learning.
Note board
representations and
annotations
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Note items highlighted by
students for improvement
in their own
representations.
Each uses a different strategy to represent the movement of the sun and the
resulting effect on the shadow. These diagrams cold be enhanced by labels that
describe understanding.

Have some items for
measuring: streamers
and/or blocks

ACTIVITY 2 – Gallery Walk (10 Minutes)
Students open their Maths and Science Journals on the desk and then walk around
exploring others representations. After some time they return to their own journal
and explain what they saw and liked form others. They may then like to adjust their
own representations to include these features.

Discussion of highlights of
student representations.

ACTIVITY 3 – Preparing for Shadow recording (10 Minutes)
Whole class: ask students “What kinds of things might we expect to notice when
observing our shadow?” Record student responses on the board. Responses may
include: shadows will get longer/shorter, they will move during the day. Students
may vote on the responses. Students may need to go outside to conduct short
investigations for themselves, returning with observations for sharing and
conclusions to offer.

Note board
representations and
annotations

Follow up to see if
adaptations are made.

“What data might we collect when observing our shadows” Record student
responses on the board. Responses may include: length/direction of
shadow/position of sun in the sky.
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“How could we measure our shadows and record the data we collect?” Record
student responses on the board. Responses may include: Negotiate with the class
how we can measure the length of shadows. Possible ways might be with streamers,
or blocks.
Next lesson: inform the class that we’re going to observe our shadows by standing
in one spot and tracing around our shadows at a number of times during the day.
Ask students what they think we can learn from watching our shadows during one
day.
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LESSON 2: Conducting a Shadow Investigation (Sunny day needed)
Session focus
SCIENCE concepts and
representational
processes:
• Observe
• Measure
• Record changes in the
length and direction
of a shadow during
the day
Identify questions in
familiar contexts that
can be investigated
scientifically
• make predictions and
compare results with
predictions (following
lessons)
• record and present
observations with
drawings and tables
• represent and
communicate ideas
using labelled
diagrams
MATHEMATICS
concepts and

(Approx. 65 + minutes duration)

Resources & Preparation

Lesson Outline (time allocations a guide only)

Read: Teacher Notes and
Characteristics of the sun
(Appendix 1)
Explore: Links and Apps
listed in Resources
(Appendix 2)

Lesson Outline: Recording data to measure and interpret the suns movement by
shadow recording and tracking of sun east to west, throughout the day.

Maths and Science
Journals

ENGAGE - Review and extension of last lesson discussion (10 Minutes)
Whole class: ask students “What kinds of things might we expect to notice when
observing our shadow?”, “What data might we collect when observing our
shadows?”, and “How could we measure our shadows and record the data we
collect?”

Consider student retention
of ideas. Use responses to
determine pace of
progression throughout
sequence.

Decide on the best
location for recording

Discuss student ideas for how to record the data (time of recordings, number of
recordings) and how to measure (length/width/movement - shorter/longer/number
of rulers/cm etc.). Ensure the correct location for the recording (concrete, enough
room for pairs approx. 6m apart).

Note alternative
conceptions and ensure
they are addressed
throughout sequence.

Learning Focus: Students observe and record shadows and the relative position of
the sun in the sky throughout the day to gain understanding of the day/night and
the sun.

ACTIVITY 4 - Recording Shadows (20 minutes)
Reinforce to children that it is not safe to look at the sun. Discuss what a shadow
clock or sundial could do and how it is made.
Informal measuring units
(streamers or blocks or
rulers)
Chalk (or paper and
marker)
Gnome
Compass (North)

Teacher modelling
Teacher models the recording of a gnome’s shadow, marking a spot where he sits, N
S E W, tracing around the shadow at each set time, measuring the length of the
shadow, and making a note of the direction of the shadow in relation to the
direction of the sun.

Assessment notes
Formative assessment
throughout with
opportunity for feedback
to promote learning

Skills & Understanding
• Visual representation
of understanding
• Labelled diagrams /
drawings
• Change, Time, Length
& Direction in data
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representational
processes:
• Counting
• Measuring
• Comparative analysis
• Display of data in
tables and diagrams

collection format
(table)

Example of teacher production of gnome shadow model: with sun direction also
noted. Note this is for the Southern Hemisphere.
Student recording - repeated throughout the day (5 minutes each recording)
• Students paired and positioned facing North approx. approx. 6m apart (far
enough for shadows not to cross).
• Trace students feet and draw N S E W near the students’ feet, ensuring that
the students are facing north.
• One student is the shadow maker the other student is the shadow recorder
(if similar height the recorder could also step into the feet position and see if
similar)
• Measure and record in Maths and Science Journals the shadow size
(determine appropriate measure: number of rulers/cm etc.)
• Notice other size changes e.g. width.
• Record the time in the shadow and add (description of time of day e.g.
morning/analogue) and in Maths and Science Journal
(tabulating/listing/drawing and labelling - recording data).

Provide feedback on
accuracy of recordings
Note students recording in
their Maths and Science
Journals
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Image above shows the coloured chalk lines drawn around the shadows with the
direction of sun marked in the same colour as a time recording.
Repeated recordings – suggested at lesson transitions to minimise disruption.
Recommend a minimum of 5 recording across the day (start of school, morning tea,
before/after lunch and the end of the day).
Student observations, data, representations of process, and communication of ideas
using labelled diagrams could be represented in the Maths and Science Journals as a
simple report.
Student prediction - repeated throughout the day (5 minutes each recording)
After each recoding as students to predict. Whole group: ask students “Will the
shadow change location for the next recording? How?”
Predict where it will be and how long it will be. Discuss/Record on white board.

Check repeated entries are
in correct place in maths
and Science Journal
Ensure observations are
recorded accurately,
representations are
labelled and clarify
process.
Check how predictions are
recorded. Ensure they are
not confused as data.
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The above image is a student derived recording for two shadows.
Camera

ORGANISATIONAL NOTE: Students could take photos of their recordings at the end
of the day to be used in analysis in the next session.
ACTIVITY 5 – Gallery Walk (10 minutes)
Students showcase their shadow recordings in their Maths and Science Journal.
Discuss various recording methods. Students observe other students work and make
alterations to their own based on the ideas of others.
CONCLUSION (5 minutes)
Reflect on the experience of tracing shadows, measuring the length, and recording
this in the Maths and Science Journal. What did students learn about the process?
What would they do differently next time to improve their process, if anything?
Examine student predictions and discuss if the data supported their prediction, or
not.

Photo data is important.
Can each student have the
photo for inclusion in their
Maths and Science
Journal?
Discussion of highlights of
student representations.
Follow up to see if
adaptations are made.
Note board
representations and
annotations
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Lesson 3: Representations and Modelling

(Approx. 60 minutes duration)

Session focus

Resources & Preparation

Lesson Outline (time allocations a guide only)

Assessment notes

SCIENCE concepts and
representational
processes:
• Day and Night
• Shadows
• Predictions
• Representations –
diagrams (with
labels)
• Show how the
movement of the
Earth around the
sun can be used to
measure time, e.g.
by using a self-made
shadow clock or
sundial

Read: Teacher Notes and
Characteristics of the sun
(Appendix 1)
Explore: Links and Apps
listed in Resources
(Appendix 2)

Lesson Outline: Students conduct data analysis and modelling of sun tracking east to
west.

Formative assessment
throughout with
opportunity for feedback
to promote learning

MATHEMATICS
concepts and
representational
processes:
• Comparative
analysis (possible
graphing and
tabulation)
• Measurement
• Prediction
• Time

Maths and Science
Journals

Learning Focus: Students demonstrate an understanding of sun directionality and
relative shadow direction and size during the day through discussion, drawing, and
labelling Gnome’s Shadow diagram. Students model earth’s rotation and physically
simulate the rotation of the earth.
ENGAGE – Video animations (10 Minutes)
Engage the students with some picture story book or video to intersperse with the
measurements.
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDnCGqwOdv0
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sz3PDETipIg
Whole group: ask students to develop understanding about what causes shadows.
Hear student observations and thoughts without clarifying details with them. Allow
the understandings to be developed through the following lesson. Remember to
return to examine alternative conceptions and check for new understandings.

Photos of data from
previous day
Gnome’s Shadow
diagram (Appendix 3)

ACTIVITY 6 – Exploration of the data (10 Minutes)
Using the data collected from last lesson identify attributes of student
representations that make the data easy to understand. Ask students to reflect on
their predictions and then their data. Whole group: ask students “Did your shadow
change during the day? How?” and “What can you see in your photograph of the
days data collection?”

Note alternative
conceptions and ensure
they are addressed
throughout sequence.

Consider student
retention of ideas. Use
responses to determine
pace of progression
throughout sequence.

Focus discussion on the Sun tracking across the sky from East to West and the
shadows being the longest in the morning and the afternoon, when the sun was low
in the sky and shortest when the sun was high, directly above in the sky.
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• Directionality
• Birds eye view
mapping
Representation of Data:
Students draw /
represent the changing
shadows, direction and
position of the sun.

Torch
Gnome
Paper (large)
Coloured markers

ACTIVITY 7 - Modelling and Visual Representation (15 Minutes)
Teacher Modelling of silhouette shadow with a torch using Gnome Shadow Diagram
and Data collected from previous lesson (Maths and Science Journals and photos).
Teacher models the movement of the sun from East to West, replicating the way the
sun tracks in the sky. Use a torch to provide a light source and match the shadows to
those in the data.
Whole group: ask students “Did the sun move? How?” Then model the sun passes.
Then, hold the Torch still and rotate the Gnome and paper to demonstrate the
changing shadow due to the movement of the earth and the (Rotation of the earth –
not the sun).
Whole group: ask students “What will happen to the shadow if the sun is still and
we are moving?”
Distinguish between day and night and make inferences about different times of day
and the same time in different locations.

Support students to
recognise the changing
position of the sun and
relative shadows during
the day.

Note that this is a difficult
transition between
models. Focus on the sun
tracking and then the
earth rotating.
Watch for alternative
conceptions.

TEACHER NOTE
Be careful when modelling East to West. Facing the children you will need to mirror
the movement, moving the torch from left to right, for the children to see/experience
East to West/Right to Left. Also, be careful of language used the sun tracks from
East to West across the sky, rather than the sun moves from East to West across the
sky.
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Draw the student’s attention to the position of the torch/sun and the resulting
shadow direction and size. Explain to the students that they’re to draw and record
the shadow and relative position of the sun.

Ensure student can give a
verbal explanation while
they are watching the
model.

ACTIVITY 8 – Student Representations (15 Minutes)
Students complete their own representation of the shadows in their Maths and
Science Journals that explain how shadows changed during the day. Students to
refer to their own data (shadow length, direction, and time of recordings).

Some students may need
suggestions for how to
represent the tracking of
the sun and the shadows
as a result.

Students may draw their own birdseye view map (optional) and place a cutout /
figurine of themselves to make a 3D model, for the shadows.
Note variation in shadow length data:
Students to finish/finalise/draw/clarify and make inferences about the data they
recorded in shadow length data.

Now Students are using
the shadow data to
model an explanation.
14
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•

•
•

Shadow length – Students ordered their ribbons from times of recording
(ordinal numbers, time focus, comparative length). Additional time may be
required if students are to order streamer length. Students measured the
length of the streamers (cm) as some were over 100cm (this proved difficult
for some students).
Data collection Tables – some teachers used a whole class table to record
data on shadow lengths (table added to each time they returned to class on
recording day)
Shadow length Graphs – some classes graphed the lengths of their shadows
in this time (Additional time needed). This worked best when students used
informal measures such as feet/hands/blocks.

EXAMPLES OF GRADE 1 WORK:
This class measured their shadows in blocks and some students graphed the whole
class shadow lengths at different times.

These strategies may be
successful.
Strong maths links here.

The examples presented
provide some insight into
the students capabilities.
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One child’s graph of shadow length from streamer measurements

Images of shadow movement relative to sun
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And verbal descriptions (dictated) (Not all students achieved these levels of
competence)

ACTIVITY 8 – Gallery Walk (10 Minutes)
The teacher selects different work, and discusses with the class. Whole group: ask
students “What does this show clearly?”, “What doesn’t it show?”

Check conceptual
understanding as well as
the accuracy of the
representation and
model use.

CONCLUSION
Teacher leads a discussion about making inferences and exploring the data.
“Where does the sun go?” Recognising the changing position of the sun and relative
shadows during the day. Distinguishing between day and night and make inferences
about. Different times of day the same time in different locations.
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LESSON 4– Explanation and Modelling Earth’s Rotation

(Approx. 60 minutes duration)

Session focus

Resources & Preparation

Lesson Outline (time allocations a guide only)

Assessment notes

SCIENCE concepts and
representational
processes:
• Day and Night
• Representations –
diagrams (with
labels)
• the sun tracks across
the sky because the
earth is rotating

Read: Teacher Notes and
Characteristics of the sun
(Appendix 1)
Explore: Links and Apps
listed in Resources
(Appendix 2)

Lesson Outline: Earth’s rotation: teacher guided explanation: Earth rotation video
simulation & role play or earth’s rotation.

Formative assessment
throughout with
opportunity for feedback
to promote learning

Maths and Science
Journals
Torch
Gnome
Paper with shadows

ENGAGE – Recap model use and representations (10 Minutes)
Review learnings from previous lesson. What have students been wondering since
then. Recap model of tracking sun with torch and gnome on paper with shadows
recorded. Use students’ representations to discuss details.
Extend Student thinking. Whole group: ask students “Is it day time everywhere in
the world right now?”

MATHEMATICS
concepts and
representational
processes:
• Comparative
analysis (possible
graphing and
tabulation)
• Time
• Directionality
• Embodied learning
Representation of Data:
Students draw /
represent the changing
shadows, direction and
position of the sun.

Computer connection to
screen

Learning Focus: Students learn about the rotational movement of earth. Students
explore how rotation affects the view of the sky from a given location. Students
develop an understanding that the earth is rotating, making the sun appear to rise in
the East and set in the West.

ACTIVITY 10 – Earths Rotational Movement (10 Minutes)
This is a guided inquiry sequence where the teacher directs student interaction.
1: Watch a video explanation of earth’s rotation and day/night

Note alternative
conceptions and ensure
they are addressed
throughout sequence.
Recognise that the earth
is rotating, resulting in
daytime and night time.
Recognise the changing
position of the sun across
Australia and the globe.

Using the video - discuss the earth’s rotation noting/pausing when the sun hits the
East Coast of Australia (Sun rise).

Distinguish between day
and night and make
inferences about;
* Different times of day
* The same time in
different locations
(Australia/world).

2: Turn/pause an animated model of the Earth to explore how rotation affects the
view of objects in the sky from a given location (Australia). Whole group: ask

•Identify questions in
familiar contexts that can

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMPPCUopats

Draw the students’ attention to while it is day time and sunny on one side of the
earth, on the other side it is night time and in darkness.
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students “Is it day/night? What would you we be able to see now?” (changing day
to night)
Torch
Globe
Dim classroom lighting

3: Teacher Demonstration: Model the earth’s rotation with a globe rotating counterclockwise (eastward) with a torch stationary, representing the sun (dim lighting as
much as possible so students can see torch light).

Bluetac or sticker

4: Whole group: ask students “When is it day/night in Melbourne/Australia?” Place
a sticker/blueback on the location to assist students with the description. Vary
location to probe understanding. Ask students for suggested alternative locations
(such as the locations of any children who have immigrated or who have relatives
overseas).

Hoop
Signs “Earth” “Europe”
“Australia” “Sun”
Torch / lamp

ACTIVITY 11 – Modelling Earths Rotational Movement (15 Minutes)
Teacher explains “We’re going to act out the earth rotating and moving around the
sun”
1) Two Students stand inside a hoop representing the earth.
2) Allocate continents e.g. Australia & Europe to children in the ‘Earth Hoop’.
3) The Lamp/torch held by another student (in a fixed position) represents the
sun (does not move)
4) Students in the hoop (Earth) turn around counter-clockwise, on the spot,
holding the hoop. “Who/where is facing the sun/lamp?” “Are they
experiencing day or night?” “Who/where is facing away from the
sun/lamp?” “Are they experiencing day or night?”

Space for whole class
activity

Maths and Science
Journals

be investigated
scientifically

Summarise student learning through probing questions
Ø “What is the earth doing?” Reinforce to takes one whole day (24 hours) for
the earth to rotate once.
Ø “Is it day and night at the same time in different places?”
Ø “If it is day time here what is it on the opposite side of the world?”

Formative learning –
check for understanding

ACTIVITY 12 - Representation Activity / Summative Assessment (15 minutes)
Students construct their representations of what they’ve learned (observed,
recorded, modelled) about day and night and the earth’s rotation around the sun.
Students may include information (eg: about how long a rotation takes).

Summative assessment
Representation of day
and night and what
they’ve learned
19
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ACTIVITY 13 – Gallery Walk (10 Minutes)
Students set pout their books and explore others representations before coming
back to alter their own to add greater clarity. Teacher selects different student
representations. Whole group: ask students “What does this show clearly?”, “What
doesn’t it show?”

Check conceptual
understanding as well as
the accuracy of the
representation and
model use.

CONCLUSION
Teacher leads a discussion about using models to understand concepts. Reinforce
the rotation of the Earth in relation to the sun and how this was modelled with the
class role play using the earth and sun.
Next lesson: inform the class that we’re going to compare their understandings
about day and night to what they thoughts at the start of the sequence. They will
explore their pre-test and add their understandings now.
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LESSON 5- Clarify Day and Night Understandings
Session focus
SCIENCE concepts and
representational
processes:
• Day and Night
• Representations –
diagrams (with
labels)
• the sun tracks across
the sky because the
earth is rotating
MATHEMATICS
concepts and
representational
processes:
• Comparative
analysis
• Time
• Directionality

Resources & Preparation

(Approx. 30 minutes duration)
Lesson Outline (time allocations a guide only)

Assessment notes

Lesson Outline: Students final representation and learning analysis (Post-test
activity).
Learning Focus: Students compare findings with predictions and original thoughts
regarding day/night and the sun (Pre-test) and add to their Pre-test to provide
clarity of ideas based on learnings from the sequence.
Pre-test handout
(students have already
completed this – hand it
back to them now)

ENGAGE: Compare what we know now (10 minutes)
Whole group: ask students “Did you think your shadow would change?” “Did you
change your mind? Why?” “How can you show your understandings about day and
night?” “Can you use models of the Earth and sun to explain?”

Ensure each Student is
working in a different
coloured pen to make
changes (no erasing)

POST-ASSESSMENT OF KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS (20 minutes)
Post-test for all students. Teacher read task with students answering independently
on worksheet. Answers can be shown through text or drawings with labels.
CONCLUSION
Teacher leads a discussion about using models to understand concepts. Reinforce
the rotation of the Earth in relation to the sun and how this was modelled with the
class role play using the earth and sun.

Students reflect on
information and data
they collected outside.
Students synthesise and
analysise their learning.
POST TEST - Students add
new understandings to
their pre-test in a
different colour (not
erasing).

Representation of Data:
Students draw /
represent the changing
shadows, direction and
position of the sun.
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Appendix 1 - Teacher Notes the Sun, Earth, and Day and Night
Sun Facts
• The sun is a star
• The sun is a source of light
• The sun is at the centre of the Solar System and does not move
• The sun is nearly a perfect sphere
• In the Southern Hemisphere the sun rises in the East and sets in the West.
• At the centre of the Sun it reaches temperatures of 15 million °C.
• The Sun is 4.6 billion years old.
• The Sun is 109 times wider than the Earth and 330,000 times as massive (approx. one million Earths could fit
inside the Sun).
• The Sun is all the colours mixed together, this appears white to our eyes. NB: The sun is damaging to the eyes.
• The Sun is mostly composed of hydrogen (70%) and Helium (28%).
• The Sun is a main-sequence G2V star (or Yellow Dwarf).
• If a hollow Sun was filled up with spherical Earths then around 960,000 would fit inside
Earth rotation
The earth rotates about an imaginary line that passes through the North and South Poles of the planet. This line is called
the axis of rotation. Earth rotates about this axis once each day (approximately 24 hours) in an Easterly direction.
Earth tilt
This tilt in Earth's axis or axial tilt is what is responsible for seasonal changes during the course of the year. When the tilt
is away from the sun (in the Southern Hemisphere), we have winter and shorter days and vice versa.
In Astronomy the axial tilt is also referred to as the Obliquity.
Earth revolution
The path of the earth around the sun which is one complete cycle of an orbit is approximately 365.2425 days in length.
(not the focus of this sequence).
Equinox
When Earth is in this position, sunlight shines equally on the two hemispheres. Twelve hours of sunlight and night time.
Solstice
The North Pole seems to lean away from the direction of the Sun. You can see that the North Pole is in complete
darkness. At the same time, the opposite is true in the Southern Hemisphere. The South Pole seems to lean toward the
Sun and is in sunlight. It is the Southern Hemisphere’s summer solstice and the Northern Hemisphere’s winter solstice.
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Appendix 2: References and Resources
•
•

Keeley, P. (2014). Uncovering student ideas in primary science, volume 1 : 25 new formative assessment probes
for grades k–2.
Keeley, P., & Sneider, C. (2012). Uncovering student ideas in astronomy: 45 formative assessment probes.

CHILDRENS BOOKS TO READ
• Bulla, C. R., & Adams, A. (1965). What makes a shadow ? London : Black, 1965.
• Storad, C. J. (2013). Day and Night, edited by Digital Learning Britannica, Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc.
LINKS
• TO VIEW THE SUN – LIVE CAMERA: MOUNT BURNETT https://skypi.mbo.org.au/allsky/
• Earth Rotation Animation & Quiz http://fusecontent.education.vic.gov.au/ba49272f-b66b-4716-87cbd6888a254a35/p/index.html
• VIDEO EXPLANATION: Earth’s rotation and day/night https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d11eKW6CTd8 or
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMPPCUopats or https://museumsvictoria.com.au/learning/littlescience/teacher-support-materials/changes-in-the-sky/ and https://visibleearth.nasa.gov/view.php?id=57760
APPS
•
•
•

EARTH NOW – Live footage of Earth
AUSTRALIA – Live Camera (3hr playback – watch weblink at 9:00am to see the sun rise on the East Coast)
http://satview.bom.gov.au/ Video recordings will be available for during the day and sunset.
LIVE GLOBE DAY NIGHT LINK & CLOCK https://www.mathsisfun.com/time-zones-world.html

LEARNING RESOURCES, QUIZZES & ACTIVITIES
• VIC ED: Earth Rotation - Modelling and Quiz VIC GOV http://fusecontent.education.vic.gov.au/ba49272f-b66b4716-87cb-d6888a254a35/p/index.html
• Interactive Activities NASA - including the Sun images, facts and countdown until eclipse
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/interactives/
• Early Years NASA Sun Link https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/menu/sun/
LINKS & VIDEOS
• See a year in the life of the sun. #NASAViz https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/12154
• A NASA spacecraft records a trio of flares on the sun. #NASAViz https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/12336
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Appendix 3: Gnome Sundial diagram
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Appendix 4: Pre-Post test
Name:

What are your ideas about the sun?
1.

What do you know about the sun? Draw/Label/Write

2.

How does the sun move in the sky? (TEACHER READS DIALOGUE (Students circle answer below)

Avi – “I think the sun rises on one side and sets on the other like this. It rises on my left (the west) and sets on my right
(the east)”

Jessica: “I think the Sun rises in the morning and sets in the evening it looks like it does this”

Jasper – “I think the sun rises on one side and sets on the other like Avi, but it goes the other way.
It rises on my right (the east) and sets on my left (the west)”
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Who do you agree with and why? EXPLAIN/LABEL WHY?

3a)

Draw a picture of the sun and earth when it is day.

3b)

Draw a picture of the sun and earth when it is night.

4.

How is a shadow made? Draw/Label/Write
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Q5.

Is a shadow different at different times of the day? How? Why?

How do your shadows change during the day?
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Appendix 5: Curriculum Links – Victorian Curriculum – Year 1
Level 1 Achievement Standards
SCIENCE
Earth and space sciences
Observable changes occur in the sky and landscape; daily and seasonal changes affect everyday life (VCSSU046)
Students identify and describe the changing position of the sun throughout the day, directionality and the effect, shadows, day and night.
Students use their senses to explore the world around them and record informal measurements to make and compare observations. They
record, sort and represent their observations and communicate their ideas to others.
Science Inquiry Skills
Questioning and predicting
1.

Respond to and pose questions, and make predictions about familiar objects and events (VCSIS050)
Planning and conducting

1.

Participate in guided investigations, including making observations using the senses, to explore and answer questions (VCSIS051)
Recording and processing

1.
2.

Use informal measurements in the collection and recording of observations(VCSIS052)
Use a range of methods, including drawings and provided tables, to sort information(VCSIS053)
Analysing and evaluating

1.

Compare observations and predictions with those of others (VCSIS054)
Communicating

1.

Represent and communicate observations and ideas about changes in objects and events in a variety of ways (VCSIS055)
MATHEMATICS
Number and Algebra: Students partition numbers using place value and carry out simple additions and subtractions, using counting strategies.
They identify representations of one half. Students describe number sequences resulting from skip counting by 2s, 5s and 10s.
MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY
Using units of measurement

1.
2.
3.
4.

Measure and compare the lengths, masses and capacities of pairs of objects using uniform informal units (VCMMG095)
Students use informal units of measurement to order shadows based on length. They use the language of distance and direction.
Tell time to the half-hour (VCMMG096)
Describe duration using months, weeks, days and hours (VCMMG097)
Shape

1.

Recognise and classify familiar two-dimensional shapes and three-dimensional objects using obvious features (VCMMG098) Students recognise
the shape of the Sun and Earth as a sphere.
CHANCE & DATA
Chance

1.

Identify outcomes of familiar events involving chance and describe them using everyday language such as ‘will happen’, ‘won’t happen’ or ‘might
happen’(VCMSP100)
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Data representation and interpretation
1.
2.
3.

Choose simple questions and gather responses(VCMSP101)
Represent data with objects and drawings where one object or drawing represents one data value. Describe the displays (VCMSP102)
Statistics and Probability: Students describe data displays. They ask questions to collect data and draw simple data displays. Students classify
outcomes of simple familiar events.
OTHER – GEOGRAPHY
Data and information

1.
2.
3.

Collect and record geographical data and information from the field and other sources (VCGGC060)
Represent data and the location of places and their features by constructing tables, plans and labelled maps (VCGGC061)
Interpret data and information to draw conclusions and describe the direction and location of places, using terms such as north, south, opposite,
near, far(VCGGC062)
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